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In this paper we study the construction of codes in algebras of the following form: 
A =E,[XI, . , X,ll(~,W,L , ~,,(Xi.,)), 
where every ti(Xi) is a polynomial in IFJX,] (p prime). We construct these codes by using the 
decomposition of A in principal ideals (gi) [ 51. The construction of the polynomials gi requires 
two polynomial factorizations. We demonstrate some proofs for the construction of the 
polynomials g,. A consequence of these proofs is that we deduce all the irreducible factors in 
F,[X] of an irreducible polynomial in [F,[X], from one factor, where q = p’. These proofs 
improve the computation time for a constructing algorithm of II variable codes. We preent this 
algorithm and we give results obtained from a program written at the AAECC group on a 
Burroughs 6700 in Fortran IV. 
1. Introduction 
At the AAECC group we study error-correcting codes which are ideals in the 
algebras A. We present some constructive proofs, and a constructing algorithm of 
n variable codes. This algorithm is a generalization of the algorithm given in [ 11. 
This generalization concerns the following points. 
- the characteristic p is not necessarily 2; 
- the factorization over 5, is a generalization of the factorization over IF, and uses 
the proofs of this paper. 
The different parts of the paper are: 
- Part I: we recall some notations, definitions and propositions; 
- Part II: we present some theoretical approaches to the construction of the 
polynomials gi ; 
- Part III: we present the different steps of the algorithm, an example and an 
experimental complexity. 
Part1 
Notations. Let 
C: the splitting field of the polynomials tl(X,), . . . , t,,(X,,). 
Hi: the set of the roots of q(Xi) in C. 
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For each (a,, . . . , a,) of HI X. . . x If,, we define: 
pi(Xi): the minimal polynomial of ai in F,[X,] . pi(Xi) is an irreducible factor of 
ti(Xi). We shall denote by mi its multiplicity and by di its degree. 
hi: the set of the roots of pi(Xi) in C. 
K,: Ki = lF,(a,, . . . ) a,). 
wi(al7.. . 2 LI_~, Xi): the minimal polynomial of ai in Ki_r[Xi], dwi denotes its 
degree. 
wi(x17.. . T Xi): the polynomial obtained from wi(a,, . . . , a,_r, Xi) substituting 
aj by Xj (l~j<i). 
ITi(al,. . .3 u,_~, Xi): the following polynomial: 
ni(Ul, . . . ) Ui_1, Xi) = 
Pitxi) 
wi(aI, . . . > ui-lf xi) 
in Ki~1[Xi], 
I& denotes the polynomial I&(X,, . . . , Xi). 
{(a,, . . .? a,)}: the set of n-tuples obtained by exponentiations by p of the 
n-tuple (al,. . . , a,). We say that {(a,, . . . , a,)} is the cyclotomic class of 
(al,. . . , 4. 
bi: the dimension of the field Ki over [F,. 
Definition. We say that Q(X,, . . . , Xi) is the minimal polynomial of (a,, . . . , ai) 
if and only if 
(a) Q(a,,.. . > ai)=O; 
(b) Qb,,..., u,_~, Xi) is manic of degree dw,; 
(c) The degree of Q(X,, . . . , Xi) on Xj is less than dwj - 1 (1 ~j < i). 
Lemma 0. wi(X,, . . . , Xi) is the minimal polynomial of (a,, . . . , a,). 
Proposition 1. The algebra A is equal to the direct sum of principal ideals (g,): 
A = (gJ@* . .@krv), 
gi A&. . . tnfly,+m,-1 . . . ~~,+...+mm--n+l, 
P7 
gi is equal to zero over HI X. . . X H,, \{(ul, . . . , a,)}. We shall say that gi corres- 
ponds to the class {(a,, . . , a,)} or to the n-tuple (pl, w2,. . _ , w,). 
Proposition 2. A basis of (g,) is 
{ 
x? 1 . . xt; 5. . . _5!_ n2+e,-l . . . nen,+--+en-n+l 
P? PK I 
with: O<lj<dwj, l<ej&mj (l~j~n). 
Remark. We have Xi = F,[X,, . , X,]/(pr, wz, . . . , wi). 
Propositions 1 and 2 are proved by A. Poli in [5, 61. 
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Then, from the previous propositions, the construction of a basis of the 
principal ideal (g,) requires the construction of the n-tuple (pi, w.,, . . . , w,) 
corresponding to this ideal. 
Part II 
In this part we give some constructive proofs about the factorization of p,(X,) in 
Ki_,[Xi], in order to obtain the polynomials wi(al, . . . , a,_i, Xi). 
Property 1. The dimension of the field Ki is bi = lcm(d,, . . , di). 
The degree dwi of every irreducible factor of pi(Xi) in K,_i[X,] is given by 
dwi = bJbi_l. 
The number of irreducible factors of pi(Xi) is gcd(bi_r, di). 
Proof. The first point is made obvious by an induction over i. 
Here we prove the second point. The roots of y(a,, . . . , a,_i, Xi) are 
a. &l, .Ip”.-+, . . . 
1) 
) ayHP-l_ 
But p,(X,) is of degree di, then dwi . bi_i=lcm(bi_,, di). Then dwi = bi/bi_l. 
So the number of irreducible factors is gcd(bi_i, di). 0 
This proof is no more than an explicit calculation of the rank of the field Ki 
over the field Ki_,. 
Property 2. The set of all the products hi X. . . X h, is a partition of Hi X . . . X El,,. 
A set of representatives for the distinct cyclotomic classes is 
{(Ui, a;-“, . . . ) a:-‘” )}, 0 G li < gCd(bi~l, di), 2 s i s n 
Proof. The first point of the property is obvious. 
Now we prove the second point. These classes are distinct: we present a proof 
by contradiction. 
Suppose there were 12,. . _ , 1, and kZ, . _ . , k, such that 
0 G li, k, < gcd(bi_i, di), 2 G i s n. (1) 
Let r be the smallest integer such that 1, is distinct from k,. We shall suppose that 
1, is greater than k,. 
(a,, ay”, . . . ) &“) E {(al, up, . . . , u:p)}. 
From (2) there is v such that 
P” 
%=a,, af 'I 
= u;-""', 2<i<r. 
(2) 
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From (1) this is equivalent to 
v = c1 . b,_l, aam” _ r - a~?‘“. 
Then a, = a;“m”‘+c’ br-l_ And this implies that 1, -k, = c2. d,- cl * b,_l. But this 
contradicts (1). It is easy to see that the number of cyclotomic classes of 
h,x... x h, is nyz2 gcd(bi_i, di) and this is the number of classes obtained. 
Let h,x. * . x h, and {(ai, . . . , a,)} be a class of this product. We now show that 
if we know the n-tuple (pl, w2,. . . , w,) corresponding to the class {(a,, . . . , a,,)}, 
then we can directly deduce the n-tuple (Qr, . . . , 0,) corresponding to the class 
{(a,, a,Pm12,. . . , aim’m)}. Cl 
Property 3. The polynomials Qi(X1, . . . , Xi) can be constructed as follows: 
(*) Q,Wd = pi(X,); 
(**) Qi(X,, . . . , Xi) is equal to wi(XC;-“, X$“*-“, . . . , XF?;’ “, Xi) reduced 
module (QIWJ,. . . , Qi-l(x,, . . . ,Xi-d). 
Proof. Q,(X,) is obviously equal to p,(X,). We must now prove that 
Qi(X,, . . . , Xi) is the minimal polynomial of: (a,, aS-‘z, . . . , a:-‘m). Conditions (b) 
and (c) are berified by construction. We now verify condition (a) 
Qi(XI,..., Xi) = wi(X:‘l, X;+‘: . . . , XV”+-“, Xi) + pi(X1, . . . , X,)0,(X,) 
+a * *+~i-l(Xi,. . .) Xi)Qi-l(X1,. . * ,Xi-l>. 
Then Qi(al, a;-‘*, . . . , up-l’) = wi(aPm”, . . . , up-l’). And then Qi(a,, a;-]‘, . . . , 
a:-“) = 0. This is sufficient to prove the property. •i 
The following remark puts the previous property in evidence. 
Remark. If ei is the number of irredicuble factors of &(Xi) then it is sufficient to 
construct n ei n-tuples (pi, w2, . . _ , w,) to be able to construct all the polynomials 
gi. This number is quite lower than the number of necessary n-tuples which is: 
C fi gcd(bi-l,di). 
p,,....p,, i=Z 
Part III 
In this part we give the different steps of the algorithm, an example, and an 
experimental complexity estimate. We use the decomposition of A into principal 
ideals (g,) to construct n variable codes. From Proposition 1, every ideal I in A is 
of the following form: 
I= I,@* . -@IN with Ii’ (lsj<N). 
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Here are the different steps of the algorithm: 
Step 1. Research of the polynomials pi(Xi) and of their multiplicity mi. We use 
a factorization over 5,. 
Step 2. Research of the polynomials wi(X1, . . . , Xi). We use a factorization of 
the polynomials pi(Xi) over Ki_,. 
Step 3. Deduction of the polynomials Q,(X,, . . . , Xi) using the properties of 
Part II. 
Step 4. Acquisition of the generators of 4 in every (gi). 
Step 5. Construction of a generator matrix of the code I. 
The method of factorization used in the algorithm is Berlekamp’s method. 
However a particularity of our method is that we only use polynomial divisions. 
We now give an example which illustrates the technique used. We choose the 
following algebra: 
A=[F,[X,,X,,X,]/(l+X,+X;,l+X,+X;, 1+X,+X;). 
Factorization of the polynomials ti(Xi): 
t1(X,) = (2 + X1 + X:)(2 + X1) = Pl * P2, 
f2(X2)=(1+2X;+X~)(1+X*)2=ql~q~, 
t&X3) = (2+X,)(2+X,+X,2+X,2) = rl . r2. 
Factorization of the polynomials pi(Xi), we choose the 3-tuple (pl, ql, rJ; q1 is 
irreducible in K,[X,], r, is factorized on 3 factors in K,[X,]. We obtain the 
following factor: w,(X1, X,, X,) = (2 + XJ +X,. 
We deduce the following factors: 
QAXI, &, &> = 0+X$)+&, Q;(X,, X,, X,) = (1 + 2X, + 2X;) + X,. 
The algebra A is equal to a direct sum of 12 principal ideals. 
We now give an experimental complexity of the constructing algorithm of r~ 
variable codes in the particular case where p is equal to 2. This case is used for 
most error correcting codes. 
We give the complexity in 3 cases: in the first case the codes are chosen in 
algebras over 2 variables, in the second case the codes are chosen in algebras over 
3 variables and in the last case the codes are chosen in algebras over 4 variables. 
The length of the codes are in every case: 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, 110, 130, 150, 
170, 190, 210. The number of codes constructed in every length is 10. The 
‘evaluated’ complexity is 
- in the first case: O(~Z’~~~), 
- in the second case: O(n1*59), 
- in the last case: O(n1*23). 
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Conclusion 
In this paper we have given two principal results. A first result, theoretical, 
about the construction of the polynomials g. This result improves the computation 
time of the constructing algorithm of n variable codes given in Part III. 
A second result, practical, about the experimental complexity of the algorithm. 
This second result gives an idea of the length of the codes which we can construct 
by using this method. 
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